When do the semesters start?

Every Didactic Structure has its own academic calendar. For further information you can contact the Erasmus Office of the Structure you are going to study at:

Architecture erasmus.architettura@politecnica.unige.it
Engineering Erasmus.ingegneria@politecnica.unige.it
Medicine and surgery Erasmus.medicina@unige.it
Education relint.sdf@unige.it
Mathematical, physical and natural sciences sportello@scienze.unige.it
Arts and philosophy, foreign languages relint@scienzeumanistiche.unige.it
Political science aife@unige.it
Law Erasmus@giuri.unige.it
Pharmacy sportello.farmacia@unige.it
Economics relazint@economia.unige.it

To which Office do I have to send my learning agreement and get information about courses and timetables?

To the Erasmus Office of the competent didactic structure:

Architecture erasmus.architettura@politecnica.unige.it
Engineering Erasmus.ingegneria@politecnica.unige.it
Medicine and surgery Erasmus.medicina@unige.it
Education relint.sdf@unige.it
Mathematical, physical and natural sciences sportello@scienze.unige.it
Arts and philosophy, foreign languages relint@scienzeumanistiche.unige.it
Political science aife@unige.it
Law Erasmus@giuri.unige.it
Pharmacy sportello.farmacia@unige.it
Economics relazint@economia.unige.it

You can contact them for all your additional questions concerning your study programme (choice of courses, course description, exams, learning agreement, academic calendar …)
I am an incoming student at the School of Medical and Pharmaceutical Science: when do I have to submit my learning agreement?

You should send your learning agreement when your home University sends us your application form.

Where can I find a list with the available courses in English?

The list of courses and subjects taught in foreign languages is available here.

Can I take courses from different Schools/Didactic structures?

Students may exceptionally choose courses from Schools other than their own, but the learning agreement has to be approved by responsible professors of all involved didactic structures.

Can I include language courses organized by University of Genoa in my learning agreement?

First of all you should check with your home university whether they will recognize the language course in your study programme.

If your home University recognizes it, you have to include it in your learning agreement, follow the course and take the final test.

What is the minimum and maximum number of credits per semester/year?

Each semester corresponds to 30 credits, while an academic year corresponds to 60 credits. The competent Erasmus Office will give you information about School/Department requirements.

Can I take up modules of a different level (master – bachelor)?

It depends on the organization of each didactic structure. You should contact the competent Erasmus Office:

Architecture erasmus.architettura@politecnica.unige.it

Engineering Erasmus.ingegneria@politecnica.unige.it

Medicine and surgery Erasmus.medicina@unige.it

Education relint.sdf@unige.it

Mathematical, physical and natural sciences sportello@scienze.unige.it

Arts and philosophy, foreign languages relint@scienzeumanistiche.unige.it

Political science aife@unige.it

Law Erasmus@giuri.unige.it

Pharmacy sportello.farmacia@unige.it

Economics relazint@economia.unige.it
When can I register for my courses?

Once enrolled, you will receive username and password to enter the online student platform Aulaweb. The Erasmus Office of your School/Department will help you in registering for the courses included in your learning agreement.

When will my Transcript of records be ready?

At the end of your stay you have to go to the Students Registrar’s Office to pick up your transcript of records. Before leaving, be sure that the results of all your exams are registered in the document.